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PSO
what if your particles run away

Bounds like 2T E X y
C Zit

constraints
i

I dHi

Options if your particle moves into an

invalid space
1 If the new position you would go
to is not allowed just don't go
there

2 If the partree would go into an

invalid spot just delete it and
randomly add brand new particle
to the swarm

Pro Mare explanation

Make sure you keep track of the
global best



One way to reduce the freq of this
is to set maximum allowable speed
for each particle

Sometimes people add another term to
the velocity in between personal best
and global best For every particle
randomly pick a few 3 10 other particles
to be its informants then add a
term

Rz So best got from any informant

current positron

One interesting thing PSO has no

tweaking nothing like H C
Prog Icons

pro Not having H C more exploration
con Might leave a good solution

before you find it

MH Iterated Local Search

Variable Neighborhood Search



Topic 16 Neighborhoods in Continuous Space

In our MHS in cns space that
needed a tweak we've used a very
simple one

start with x x xz Xd
s tweak x x t rio rich rddd
where ri is a uniform random II
between 1 and I and Ti is a

pre determined parameter that specifies
Max change allowed

Many of our examples the Si were
all the same 8 _8 0.1

S 8 0.01

Spring example 8 82 0.01
83 0.1

For now assume Ji l and x 8
so s tweak Cri ra rd

The new point s is somewhere in the
d dimensional cube centered at the origin
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If dis large your points might move
a lot
Alternatives

Scale down by a factor of tdr
Instead of a square pick
random points in a circle sphere
of radius 1

How
Badexli Pick x cEl is uniformly at

random

Oo

H Iiia EinarL
0.6

Badex2 Pick Otto 2T uniformly
at random then a radius recoil



uniformly at random

µ


